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§ 310. the swing of the pendulum.—Everything that a
Ministry does or does not-do is bound to offend some section
of the community. (Doubtless each of its actions gratifies some
section, too ; but this is nothing like such a lively feeling.)
Consequently, every Ministry tends to lose favour with the
public almost from the moment it takes office ; and after it has
been in power a few years a general feeling arises in favour of
" giving the other side an innings.*' Consequently Liberals and
Conservatives have been in office, turn and turn about, with a
good deal of regularity, ever since the Reform Act of 1867 made
Governments dependent on popular favour.
Generally speaking, the more a Ministry does the more voters
it alienates, and the Gladstone Ministry of 1868-74 had been
particularly active. Disraeli said of them, " They have harassed
every profession and worried every interest." The Disestablish-
ment of the Irish Church made English Churchmen fear that
their turn would come next; landlords regarded the Irish Land
Act as an inroad on the rights of every property-owner to " do
what he likes with his own " ; army officers were convinced
that Cardwell's reforms would send the Service " to the dogs " ;
Dissenters were scandalised because Forster's Education Act
gave support to Church schools out of public money. Then
the Government's Licensing Bill (1872), which limited the num-
ber of public-houses and their hours of opening, vexed all
connected with the Drink Trade because it went too far, and all
Temperance Reformers because it did not go far enough.
Some people declared that the Ballot Act (1872), which made
voting secret, would " sap the manly independence of the
voter." And so on.
The Government's foreign policy also laid it open to
criticism. The great European event of these years was the
Franco-German War, which led to the overthrow of the French
Empire under Napoleon III and the creation of a German
Empire under William I. Britain had no concern with the
quarrel, and took no part in the war beyond extracting a guar-
antee from both parties that they would keep out of Belgium.

